MINUTES OF THE NEWC ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

Date: 11 May 2021
Start time: 10.00am
End time: 13.05 pm
Location: Zoom
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Council Meeting
1. Welcome and apologies
Nic deBrauwere (NdB) welcomed attendees and thanked all members and speakers for joining the
meeting.
Apologies were received from:
Nicolina Mackenzie
Kate Thomson
Laura Dennis

SEIB
Equine Grass Sickness Fund
The HUGS Foundation

2. Speaker - NEWC President, Dr David Marlin
David commended the welfare industry for their continued efforts in maintaining and supporting vital
rescue and rehoming activities throughout the pandemic. Findings from a survey of horse owners by
David and colleagues identified a sizeable proportion of individuals who self-reported a decline in their
mental health initiated by the pandemic which could potentially impact the welfare of equines (and
other animals) in their care. David stressed the importance of the welfare sector providing horse
owners with consistent, unified messaging on welfare matters as a means of countering the myriad
misinformation that circulates around the sector, particularly on social media platforms.
3. Speakers – RSPCA CEO, Chris Sherwood and SSPCA Chief Superintendent, Mike Flynn
Chris presented the new RSPCA Strategy ‘Together for Animal Welfare’ focusing on the proposed
transfer of prosecution activity over to the Crown Prosecution Service. Mike then shared his
experience of the SSPCA becoming appointed Inspectors under the Animal Health and Welfare
(Scotland) Act 2006 and how this positively impacted prosecution work in Scotland for the
Inspectorate. The expectation is that this will help cases progress more speedily through the courts ,
as was experienced in Scotland. Ultimately, this should reduce the length of time animals are held
before release and rehoming which will provide both cost and welfare benefits. Chris acknowledged
the benefit of partnership working with the SSPCA, requested the support of NEWC members during
the transition period and stressed that feedback on the changes is very welcome.
4. NEWC Website Re-Launch – NEWC Director, Dr Carol Hall, and Le Grand Solutions Web
Developer, Alex Le Grand
Carol presented the rationale behind the NEWC website redevelopment which will allow us to increase
public awareness of NEWC and deliver on our current strategy. Alex Le Grand demonstrated some of
the key features of the new website which will better support the current membership – including a
new, secure members’ area - which will allow us to add value to NEWC membership which we hope
will in turn help us grow the membership reach.

Annual General Meeting
1. Minutes of the previous meeting
Attendees received and reviewed minutes of the 2020 Annual General Meeting held on Zoom on 11th
August 2020. The draft minutes were accepted by attendees as a true and accurate reflection of the
meeting, proposed by Claire Gordon and seconded by Carolyn Madgwick.
2. Matters arising
None raised
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3. Chairman’s Report and 2020 Annual Accounts
Attendees received and reviewed the 2020 Chairman’s Report and Annual Accounts. NdB
acknowledged the hard work, dedication and resilience of member organisations in responding rapidly
to the restrictions of the pandemic while sustaining their own operations and maintaining support for
the sector. NEWC was pleased to work in partnership with other member organisations and the
PetPlan Charitable Trust to establish the Equine Rescues Emergency Fund which distributed financial
assistance to support smaller charities affected by the Covid-19 crisis. NEWC will focus on the
impending Licencing of Rescue Centres in the coming year. NdB welcomed feedback from members
on how the sector can best communicate a unified message on welfare matters. NdB acknowledged
the invaluable help and insight provided by Bransby Horses Finance Team in dealing with NEWC
finances and accounts. Both the report and accounts were accepted by attendees as a true and
accurate reflection of the Council, proposed by Claire Gordon and seconded by Carolyn Madgwick.
4. Board member election
NdB explained that Director re-elections had lapsed due to a gap in administrative support and a shift
in focus in response to the pandemic. To bring matters back up to date the membership were asked
to put forward nominations to the board and an election was held using an online voting system in
advance of the AGM. The results on the vote were:

This means all current board members were formally re-elected for a further period of 3 years. NdB
thanked Syra Bowden for supporting NEWC by submitting a nomination and confirmed that NEWC will
actively engage with the Mare and Foal Sanctuary to involve them in NEWC initiatives going forward.
Information on the activity of the NEWC sub-groups will be posted in the new members’ area on the
NEWC website and the involvement of members is welcomed.
5. Member highlights
Members paid tribute to the resilience and hard work of their staff in maintaining essential operational
activities during the pandemic. For many organisations, the enforced closure enabled them to review
certain aspects of how they operate, e.g. developing brand new ‘virtual’ initiatives and moving existing
activities/resources online where possible to ensure they could continue with internal and external
comms, fundraising and education activities effectively. Difficulties were experienced both in the UK
and overseas by restricted operations in the field when movement and travel constraints were in
force. It was generally felt that organisations had been supported by their respective industries and
by the generosity of the general public. Many rehoming centres had experienced an increased and
faster turnover of animals despite premises being closed to visitors for most of the year.
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6. Any other business
-Equine Assisted Activities survey/guidelines – NEWC Director, Carol Hall, will shortly circulate a survey
of members’ participation in EAA with the aim of creating a new sub-group to look at the activities
from an equine welfare perspective.
-RSPCA Equine Rehoming Support – RSPCA Senior Equine Manager, Patricia Spargo, informed
members that the Society is currently reviewing the journey of equines through their network and
appealed for any members that are interested in rehoming, fostering and boarding equines from the
Society to please get in touch.
-Bransby Horses External Welfare Manager, Rachel Jenkinson is new in post and introduced herself to
attendees. Rachel is looking forward to working with NEWC members in her new role.
-NEWC statistics Welfare/Community figures – Hope Pastures Sanctuary Manager, Leonnie Martin,
asked if NEWC could consider reflecting members’ efforts in working in the community to improve
welfare in the annual statistics as this is a key organisational activity that is currently not visible. NdB
advised that NEWC will consider how this might be incorporated in future.
-Update from the Equine Grass Sickness Fund (EGSF) – University of Edinburgh MSc Equine Science
Programme Director, Bryony Lancaster, updated attendees on the activities of the EGSF in appointing
a new Research Fellow and creating a biobank to collect samples from vets/owners. One area of
concern is the lack of support for owners nursing chronic EGS horses and the Fund wish to link up with
rehoming organisations that maintain contact with loanees/borrowers to offer support. Owners are
encouraged to notify cases to the Fund by submitting a case report survey via the EGSF website.
Bryony will forward details of an online CPD course, due to launch in Summer 2021, to NEWC
members.
-NdB appealed to equine-keeping members for help in rehoming horses from the recent Welsh court
case.

Meeting closed at 1.05 pm.

Date of next meeting
General Meeting, Autumn 2021 – date and location TBC.
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